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CLIPPINGS oo PLH 1/22/78 

Reuters, 18 Jan 78. I don't have this yet, but according to Russ Stetler (who is sending it), they put out a Story on Marina and the Martin incident (at the hotel in Washington), with some reference to Marina having forcibly been made [deleted, presumably ‘intimate'?]. This was followed by an unusually high- priority (4 bells?) item, Saying “hold, we checking," and then by a "kill." 
S.F. Examiner, 18 Jan 78, early edition; UPI; (East Bey Edition). Inch- high headlines: “Warren desukex ducked JFK probe." The story indicated they didn't know why. This was presumably the first UPI story; there was no other item of substance from the files in it. Have these people no shame? 
Oakland Tribune, 18 Jan 78 (Closing stocks edition); from O'Leary (W. Star); "JFK probe — that note from Oswald." I don't see anything new. 
UPI in S.F. Examiner, 18 Jan, streets (late?) edition: “Final JFK files - no Cuban link." Covers Hoover's letter (CE 3153?) on extent of their check of LHO's contacts; JEH comments on Garrison, Trevor-Roper, Manchester. 
AP in same paper;- "Hoover had tough words on Saxmmx grammar." 
UPL in §.F. Chronicle, 19 Jan, Pp. 9; “How FBI spied on Warren Commission." Re Ford; JEH's comments on the WR; memo to LBJ 10/24/64; calling Katzenbach a liar; FBI had transcript of WC meeting; Ford-Del.oach contacts, etc. 
UPI, same paper, same page:"Oswald hung tough in questioning" by Inspector Holmes. (Old stuff.) (What was Holmes doing there, anyhow? And how come there was no CIA man there, as far as we know?) 

NYT, same paper, same page: “How Hoover found Sartre.” I'm sure all the © news people working on this know who Sartre is, right? [Probably from UPL?) 
¢, 19 Jan, p. AA2; "Files reveal Ford as FBI conduit 

UPI in Sacramento Be 
. ed: Mike Feinsilber, UPI senior editor. So he's the culprit! 

on probe panel." Bylin 

UPI in NY Times, 1 
Different from SFC versi 
concern LHO being an FRI 

9 Jan, p. 16; "Files show FBI rift with Warren panel." on. FBI had transcript of 1/22 (2) WC meeting; said to 
informant in Russia, pre FBI (!); Nixon incident, 6fes 

AP in S.F. Examiner, 19 Jan (East Bay [early] edition), p- 8 -"Oswald note, ghost message shook FBI in JFK inquiry." Re note to Hosty, alleged Walters telexes, Warren & Russell considered resigning, etc. With Axk Sartre sidebar from UPI. 
AP in Berkeley Gazette, 19 Jan, p. 73 like #77, except shorter at thevend, but with an earlier paragraph (not in #77) stating that "In early 1964, the FBI considered using the assassination as a part of its fight against communism by distributing posters to CP members depicting Oswald as a Marxist." I hear that this was Lardner's lead in the Wash. Post. I still wonder if LHO's pre~assassination photo-taking, the L.H. letter, etc., were part of an anti-SWP Cointelpro-type game. 
AP in same paper, same page: short item on JEH's rejection of Rankin's sweet talk. 
AP, Daily Cai, 19 Jan, p. 2: short item, just giving the # of pages, etc. - 
L.A. Times, 19 Jan, p. 1; from wire Services; rather routine. Too bad they don't turn Kempster loose on this story.


